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a film by Lai Kin Chang



Yin and Lee are making dumplings in the kitchen of their restaurant.
Yin is kneading dough. Lee is cutting meat and vegetables to make the filling.
They are preparing the favorite dumplings of their daughter Tim Tim who has
passed away three years ago.
While they are cautiously folding the dumplings, they are thinking of the beautiful and painful moments.
In all silence ...
each with their own memories.
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technical information
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lai kin chang

Sweet Dumplings is Lai Kin’s first fiction short film.

Lai Kin is born in Belgium yet her Chinese roots gave 
her the benefit of growing up with the Western and 
Chinese traditional culture.

With a passion for arts and film, Lai Kin studied 
animation film at the RITCS, the Royal Institute for 
Theatre, Cinema and Sound in Brussels.
As the producer of the author documentary 
Chopstick Conversations she penetrates in the 
world of the Chinese restaurants.
Her recent choice to direct fiction films is mainly 
to express her childhood emotions in telling stories 
who are rooted in the secluded Chinese community.
Lai Kin has received funding from the Flemish Film 
Fund for her first feature screenplay.

As a director she has a particular artistic and 
cinematographic approach on film. 
One where she invites you in her world where 
East meets West.
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